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1. An Event Summary & Overview
Designed and created in 2000, The Global Scavenger Hunt™ is the world's preeminent around-the-world
travel adventure competition that attracts the world's greatest travelers and crowns The World's Greatest
Travelers™.
The competition, more of a rally than a flat-out race around the world, has attracted great travelers from
over 65 countries to date (and visited 85 so far) and takes place annually each spring over 23 days. The
Global Scavenger Hunt takes an exclusive group of 15-two-person teams on A Blind Date with the
World™—because competitors do not know which ten countries they will visit. Upon arrival, teams unravel
cryptic clues and hints along with solving riddles that lead them to complete a series of culturally-oriented
and highly participatory scavenges that earns them points. The team that accumulates the most points
over the three-week, eight-leg rally-like event is crowned The World's Greatest Travelers.
Without prior knowledge and research (no guidebooks, smartphones or lifelines allowed) of their
impending destinations, the travel adventure competition has a great Indiana-Jones appeal
that tests not only the participant’s global street savvy and travel IQ—those well-honed skills that serious
international competitors bring to the event, like: overcoming language barriers and numerous
environments—urban, rural and remote—exhibiting intercultural competence, effectively dealing with
inevitable logistic challenges and jetlag, team dynamics and the heat of competition—but also puts
travelers outside their comfort zones requiring them to trust strangers in strange lands and in getting
them to personally and actively participate in a series of culturally-oriented site-doing scavenges across
four continents. Teams must use available public transportation to get from scavenge to scavenge...
The Global Scavenger Hunt can operate as a media magnet for international travel brands and also serves
as a fundraising platform for the GreatEscape Foundation's international causes, which include micro-loan
giving and the building of medical clinics and co-ed elementary schools in troubled places like: Sri Lanka,
Ecuador, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Pakistan, India, Haiti and Niger; along with supporting the efforts of NGO's
like: Free the Children, Kiva, Médecins Sans Frontières, Partners in Health, the Heifer Project and
Conservation International, among others.

2. Who & Where?
The Global Scavenger Hunt™ takes an exclusive group of international 15-two person teams who enter
online at GlobalScavengerHunt.com around the world for 23-days on A Blind Date with the World ™ to
ten secret countries across four continents.
Where we've been to... but where we're going to in 2023 is anyone's guess...

3. What & How?
The competing teams must devise their own strategies for completing a series of cultural-oriented and
highly participatory site-doing scavenges based on an effort-reward/risk-reward formula that earns them
points in their quest to be crowned The World's Greatest Travelers™.
The winning team each year is automatically entered into the following year's competition for free (a
$28,000 Team value) to defend their crown as The World's Greatest Travelers.
A sampling of a dozen real event-related scavenges:
ü Singing Born to be Wild in a karaoke bar with at least three new friends in Seoul.
ü Attending a midnight Orthodox Easter Mass in a Tunisian cathedral.
ü Learning ancient meditation techniques from a yoga master in an Indian ashram.
ü Learning how to make baklava in a traditional a Turkish bakery.
ü Taking an elephant safari in search of Bengal tigers in Rajasthan.
ü Singing German drinking songs and various national anthems in a neighborhood hofbräuhaus.
ü Getting invited for dinner to the home of a rural Sri Lanka family—and buying their dinner in a local
marketplace.
ü Donating time helping at an orphanage in Cambodia, a Tibetan refugee camp in Nepal, or a
medical clinic in Kenya.
ü Attending a session of Parliament in South Korea, India, Denmark or Japan.
ü Becoming a street performer for an hour with a donation hat to pay for your transport to the next
town.
ü Learning how to tango properly in Buenos Aires.
ü Playing Taxi Driver Roulette in Hanoi and eating at your driver's favorite family restaurant.

4. When & Why?
The annual international travel adventure competition, The Global Scavenger Hunt, takes place each
spring—the scheduled 2023 event will take place between April 14th and May 6th, 2023.
Aside from crowning The World's Greatest Travelers™, the annual event is a good neighbor platform to
help raise charitable funds for the GreatEscape Foundations (ID#95-4831064 is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization) twin global great escape from poverty empowerment strategies: the giving of
interest-free micro-loans to budding entrepreneurs, and the building of co-ed elementary schools in
troubled developing nations. To date, the Foundation has built 13 schools, a medical clinic, and handed
out more than 3,650 individual micro-loans loans.

GreatEscape Foundation
“Imagine all the people…”

Ugandan Farmers Co-op

Mali Farmers

Medical Clinic in Niger

Indonesian Cattle Farmers

Peruvian Farmers Co-Op

Teams visit a school in India

Sierra Leone Elementary School

Cambodian Produce Merchants

Bolivian Merchants

Sri Lanka Elementary School

Teams Visit Cambodian Orphanage

5. Media Coverage
The Global Scavenger Hunt has received a tremendous amount of earned international media coverage—
over 900 hits to date, with stories appearing in 650+ newspapers, 110+ magazines, 45+ television shows,
and heard on 100+ radio shows—and five books!—along with countless Internet sites throughout the
world, including: news outlets, blogs, and travel trade websites. All total, local, national and global
consumers in 53+ nations on six continents have been exposed to The Global Scavenger Hunt brand.
(USA, Canada, Brazil, Germany, Korea, Ireland, England, Australia, China, Japan, India, Spain, Thailand,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Nepal, UAE, Scotland, New Zealand, Taiwan, Iceland, Costa Rica,
Cambodia, South Africa, Netherlands, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Italy, Sweden, among others...)
So, what do international media outlets have to say about The Global Scavenger Hunt?
Well, a lot, actually...we've been featured on:

And the reviews are in...:
"...like Survivor, The Amazing Race and the Eco-Challenge all rolled into one except with much more
cultural interaction..."

"Up for the hunt? The worldwide hunt is on...unlike The Amazing Race or Survivor, no one will be
eliminated from the competition...globetrotter wannabes put their ability to the ultimate test."

"One of the 50 Most Amazing Trips in the World…consider your heroic tales of one of the most outrageous
trips in the world…"

"Unlike the Amazing Race, this challenge is more about your ability to connect with cultures than speed."

"…adventure for the travel-savvy who want something different."

"One of the all-time 500 Adrenaline Adventures!"

“…would be Indiana Joneses will have a chance to follow in his footsteps…an international event that
restores the curiosity and adventure appeal…”

"It's not often that two passions can converge...service and travel."
(New Delhi, India)

"That looks exactly like my dream vacation - interesting destinations, getting outside of a comfort zone,
opportunities to be competitive, but also a chance to meet other true adventurers..."

"This 'Amazing Race' gets the interest of most road warriors."

"This is just such a great idea!"

"One of the most authentically bizarre trips I could imagine…"
Valarie D'Elia, host nationally syndicated Fodor's Travel Show (USA)

"Magical Mystery Tour...it’s like being Phileas Fogg with air miles!"
(Hong Kong)
"…would be Indiana Joneses will have a chance to follow in his footsteps…an international event that
restores the curiosity and adventure appeal."
(Toronto, Canada)
"...designed to test participants' overall travel IQ in sight-doing scavenges..."
(Auckland, New Zealand)
"One hell of a way to go around the world."

"It's about getting travelers to trust strangers in strange lands..."
(Sydney, Australia)
"If GreatEscape (is)(an) indicator for upcoming travel trends...Americans are in for some big adventures."

"Amazing Race isn't the only globe-trotting race...the Global Scavenger Hunt is every traveler's dream."
(Calgary, Canada)
"The one and only open annual around-the-world travel adventure competition..."
(Kathmandu, Nepal)
"Teams learn to shed their pre-programmed perceptions and learn to trust strangers in strange lands..."
(Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

"The most remarkable three-week travel adventure competition in the world!"
(Mumbai, India)
"The serendipity of not knowing their destinations is one of the best aspects of the event…pack your
curiosity and leave your expectations home."

(New Delhi, India)
"This scavenger hunt makes for a GreatEscape!"
(Toronto, Canada)
"A new version of the old treasure hunt game…a cross between Survivor and a blind date with the world."
(Melbourne, Australia)
"A real-life "Road Rules" looking for The World's Greatest Travelers."

"Forget Survivor II, that boring battle of the bozos…GreatEscape takes contestants on a four-continent
adventure."
(Vancouver, Canada)
"Like 1930s anthropologist-adventurers, contestants will solve riddles, unravel cryptic clues, and uncover
hints while visiting sacred sites, famous museums, and cultural events…"

"People will literally be going on A Blind Date With The World…one of the most novel travel enterprises
ever devised…Survivor? That's strictly for wimps!...This is the ultimate travel experience…only the most
knowledgeable globetrotters need apply!"
(Bangkok, Thailand)
"The Global Scavenger Hunt…is the Super Bowl of adventure travel."
(London, England)
"Looking for a challenge? Try a global scavenger hunt offering The World's Greatest Travelers crown."
(Toronto, Canada)

...and yet there is more:

"We apologize for calling (The) Global Scavenger Hunt a TAR (The Amazing Race) clone. It actually
debuted in 2000, one full year before Amazing Race."
(October 2009)
"GreatEscape will move teams away from having their noses stuck in guidebooks and get them engaged
in the human connection of travel…a bizarre hybridization which falls somewhere between Anneka Rice's
"Treasure Hunt" and "Tomb Raiders."
Global Adventure Magazine (England)
"This annual event reminds me of Around the World in 80 Days…a truly great adventure."
John Harper, host of "Harper's Bazaar" radio show (USA)
"The most remarkable travel adventure I've ever heard of…truly, a one of a kind global event."
Pierre Wolf, host of nationally syndicated "Pack your Bags" & "America's Travel Guide" (Denver, USA)

6. In Their Own Words...Quotes from Previous Participants:
"It challenges you to open your mind and heart. IT WAS LIFE-CHANGING!"
- Natasha N., Houston, TX (2014)
"Wow. Twenty-three days of wow!"
- James D., Toronto, CANADA (2011)
"It is the Amazing Race for real travelers."
– Randy H., Newport Beach, CA (2004)

"Pure genius… brilliant
from start to finish…a
crash course in being a
human being in the
world."
- Rainey B., Pensacola, FL
(2013 & 2019)

“Delicious..."
- Scott S., San Francisco, CA (2004)
"I couldn't get The Global Scavenger Hunt out of my veins last year. So I had
to go again!"
- Barbara S., Providence, RI (2009 & 2010)
“The first time was amazing and just plain overwhelming. The second time I did, it was just as amazing,
and it overwhelmed me all over again. I may become a Global Scavenger Hunt junkie!"
- Vicki S., Dallas, TX (2004 & 2005)
"The Global Scavenger Hunt…the most amazing adventure of my life…a perfect 10! This trip is kick ass!"
- Andy M., Dallas, TX (2008 & 2009)
“It is easy to be enthusiastic about a journey with so many highlights...a wonderful not to be missed
experience…what traveling is all about, surprise and improvise."
- James C., Calgary, CANADA (2008)
"Fun, fun, fun…it tests one's ability to interact with indigenous people and societies everywhere. I would
recommend this to real travelers who seek a real adventure."
- Andrea B., New York, NY (2008)
“We had so much fun...it's flawless... our best adventure ever—and we have had a few! We want to do the
whole thing next year."
- April C., Pensacola, FL (2012 & 2014)
"Makes you feel alive in the world…it was exciting, exhausting, crazy, beautiful, illuminating ...every
emotion, experience, issue crammed into three weeks, four continents, thirteen countries...it was one of
the most amazing experiences of my life. I'd do it again in a minute."
- Claire F., Palm Beach, FL (2008)
"Three weeks of learning to be a better person and to be able to leave behind a slightly better world."
- Christine L., BARBADOS (2009 & 2014)
"We are so happy we did this adventure...Amazing Race without eliminations and less silly too!"
- Bev & Buz N., Phoenix, AZ (2009 & Century Club member)
"One of those seminal moments in my life. Not only fantastic, but after completing the event, I gained a
stronger desire to make a difference in the world."
- Trevor G., Seattle, WA (2005 & 2009)
"From beginning to end, we had the time of our lives. But I need a vacation from my vacation!"
- Helen Q., Brussels, BELGIUM (2005)
"A wonderful itinerary. It's like Christmas every day and looking forward to opening another present
under the tree each day and not knowing what it will be…each location unwrapped a new surprise."
- Steve H., Los Angeles, CA (2008 & 2009)
"I found The Blind Date with the World aspect a wonderful experience…think about it, you go on a trip
around the world but you don't know where you are going? It was truly exhilarating."
- Victoria R., Bellingham, WA (2002)
"You have not seen or done it all until you have done this...a simply remarkable event."
- Brian & Sami W., Dubai, UAE (2010)

7. Event Photos & Media Links

Ethnic Costume Dementia in Kyoto

Public Transportation in Java

Winners Celebrate

Machu Picchu Money Shot

The World's Greatest Travelers™

Teams hit the tarmac in Laos

Plotting and planning in Seoul
(All photos credits: © William D. Chalmers)

Different Strokes for Different Folks

2023 Video News Release (2:00)
An Around the World Photo Montage (5:30)
2023 Event e-Brochure (PDF)
Travelers Testimonials

Official Global Scavenger Hunt Facebook page
Official Instagram GlobalScavengerHunt
Official Event Twitter @global_hunt

8. Who We Are?
Event Director - William D. Chalmers (aka The Ringmaster)
Raised in Ontario, Canada, and educated at universities in Canada, the United States, and England, Bill is
happily married and the proud father of two young adults (Petra and Lucca). He splits his time between
California and Oregon. Bill has circumnavigated the globe on eighteen separate occasions and stepped foot
in over 140 countries (Okay, a few toes!), and was dubbed the “World's Greatest Traveler” by National
Geographic Traveler in April 2002. The winner of the 1989 HumanRace—an around-the-world race using
public transportation—traveling the globe in 17 days and collecting the $25,000 first place prize. He is a
former Cold War-era summit groupie who has hiked in Borneo to an orangutan rehabilitation center (Who
knew they had drug problems in Borneo?); searched for black rhinos and Bengal tigers along the NepalIndian border (On a really big elephant!); reenacted Roman gladiator scenes in Tunisia (He was spared!);
and canoed to the world's highest waterfall Angel Falls (Someone forget to turn it on that day!). However,
his favorite place in the whole wide world remains the undisclosed location known only as "Bob's dock"!
The author of four books: “A Blind Date With The World” (2000), "On The Origin of the Species homo
touristicus: The Evolution of Travel from Greek Spas to Space Tourism" (2011), "America's Vacation
Deficit Disorder: Who Stole Your Vacation?" (2013), and the novel Lost, and Found (2022). Bill is also an
international travel speaker, and a regular op-ed contributor to the San Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles
Times and the American-Statesman, among others, on the weighty social issues of the day. He has
written features for the Huffington Post and Substack. For the last decade he has served as the Event
Director (He calls it like being a three-ring circus Ringmaster!) for the world's only real around-the-world
travel adventure competition known as The Global Scavenger Hunt™.
In a previous incarnation, Bill served as a legislative assistant to a Member of Congress (1983-85) and
then as an advisor to a global entrepreneur (1986-92) until he became a political consultant to numerous
trade organizations and elected officials, including: the President of the United States, United States
Senators, US Members of Congress, the Governor of California, and a multitude of state representatives
(1993-99). Bill retired from consulting challenges in 1999 to devote full attention to his children,
philanthropy efforts, writing, and his annual international travel event.
Event Coordinator/Media Liaison - Pamela L. Chalmers (aka The Transactional Elf)
Raised in Southern California and educated in Denver, Pamela was overwhelmed with the friendliness of
Coloradans and claims that’s where she learned to smile. Happily married and proud mom. Mother sounds
too formal. Of two (yes, the same two mentioned above), Pamela is the self-proclaimed “World’s Greatest
Follower” (she even followed Bill in the bio section). Having visited over 65 nations (She is working on her
own type of century club...if you know what I mean ;)...), she loves to travel and explore new places and
is working on a photo book about local markets—because of all their life and color and that’s where the
locals hang out. (The project is in its fourth year of development! Ouch...)
Having majored in art history in university (after economics and statistics failures—okay, do you really
count it as a fail if you don’t show up?) was the first notable life-changing moment that Pamela said, “Life
is too short.” An unanticipated successful career followed as a political consultant to the leaders of
California having worked with Governors, Senators, Treasurers, and leadership in both legislatures, along
with assisting several non-profit organizations.
Her next “Aha” moment was when she realized that taking a month off to teach children English in Italy
and travel meant that her consulting business would still be there when she returned...and that she wasn’t
so important that the world of politics would come to a crashing halt with her departure. Indeed, it was a
life-changing month about children, family, food (it was Italy of course!) and falling in love (yes, to the
guy above).

9. Travel Quotes from our Event Director (William D. Chalmers):
Event Philosophy = This event is about three simple things that I passionately believe travel should be
about: authenticity, challenge and participation. Is it real? Am I learning? And am I fully engaged?
On feeling alive = You never feel more alive than when confronting challenges and overcoming obstacles.
Our goal is to get our travelers out of their comfort zones and default positions to test their street savvy,
travel IQ and expand the boundaries of their horizons. That is the sweet spot where things get really
interesting—and rewarding.
On sight-doing = The Global Scavenger Hunt was designed to get participants off the cynical pre-packed
tourist path. To get their noses out of the guidebooks and to partake in authentic and active site-doing
activities—not just passive sight-seeing.
The Wow Factor = We call The Global Scavenger Hunt a full-contact travel adventure, knowing that active
participation changes everything...the event's biggest wow factor is the thrill of putting our travelers into a
continuous flow of peak experiences. From beginning to end, it simply never stops! Our participants leave
the event as enriched Thrillionaires.
On strangers = This event requires travelers to relearn an age-old bit of parental advice...and to do well in
The Global Scavenger Hunt, you must learn to trust strangers in strange lands—not avoid them.
Why we travel = Every adventurous traveler has their unique reasons for traveling. From escaping their
day-to-day routine to experiencing authentic unfamiliar cultures, from the curious draw of exploring
ancient wonders to the thrill of getting off-the-beaten-path—The Global Scavenger Hunt offers travelers all
that as an innovative travel adventure experience like no other.
Travel junkies = Deep in the soul of every travel junkie is the deep desire for new experiences, and taking
A Blind Date With The World like ours is one of the most exciting things any traveler can ever do. Think
about it? You don’t know where you are going... This event takes our travelers out of their comfort zone,
keeps them guessing for three fulfilling weeks, and keeps their hearts racing with the competition. It is
truly an extraordinary and transforming personal experience. Oddly, we attract a lot of Type-A
personalities, and participating in our adventure puts them in a topsy-turvy mental state. They can't
prepare for anything--but they all love it.
Slow travel movement = In 1989, I was in a race that circled the globe in less than 17 days on public
transportation. It was hectic fun, but saying I missed a lot would be an understatement. In addition, I was
sadly morphed into a cultural terrorist a bit. So, while I still want our travel adventure competition to have
that competition aspect, I want our travelers to be able to slow down somewhat and appreciate the
amazing beauty of the Shangri-La-like spots we visit; to talk with locals and allow serendipity to prevail. I
also wanted to emphasize that the Indiana Jones spirit of adventure lives deep within all travelers—and
our participants will be compelled to use their wits and resourcefulness.
On giving back = We feel that it’s necessary for fellow travelers to give back, and not just take. We are
indeed the lucky few. The organizations that the GreatEscape Foundation supports bring hope to people
and places that are seemingly hopeless. Our Teams, corporate sponsors, media partners, and travel allies
intend to pitch in to create a unique once-in-a-lifetime global experience and make a lasting contribution
to the peoples and places they encounter along the way. When our travelers spend a day lending a hand
at a refugee camp, a rural medical clinic, or an urban orphanage, it is life-changing—for all.
On adventure = We’ve created an authentic international event that restores the childhood dreams and
spirit of Indiana Jones—all the curiosity and adventure appeal that turn-of-the-century travelers had.
On overcoming adversity = I believe that you never feel more fully alive than when overcoming obstacles,
not by climbing Mount Everest or swimming the English Channel, mind you, but by being challenged by
cultural barriers, transportation snafus and different languages, along with the ever-present team
dynamics and fever of competition. That is what makes The Global Scavenger Hunt so unique. So special.
Global grazing = Travelers who love the challenges and freedom independent travel offers and who enjoy
the serendipity and awe of discovery that comes with encountering engaging peoples, mystical beauty,
sacred sites and lands of contrast will truly enjoy this global cultural safari. It is global grazing on high.

10. Recent Press Releases:

We’re Back!

World Travel Championship
Around-the-World Travel Adventure
Dates set for 2023
Los Angeles, USA (19 October 2022) – We’re back! Here’s a six-month heads up for adventurers to clear their
calendars for 2023 edition of The Global Scavenger Hunt™. The 16th annual world travel championship event
between April 14 and May 6, 2023, will crown The World’s Greatest Travelers™.
All would-be Magellan's, promising Indiana Jones-types, adventurous Nellie Bly hopefuls, and Phileas Fogg
contenders can apply online at GlobalScavengerHunt.com until January 14th, 2023.
The Global Scavenger Hunt™ 2023 Fact Sheet:
What: The Global Scavenger Hunt is the annual around-the-world travel adventure competition that takes
Teams of two on A Blind Date With The World™ while performing culturally-oriented scavenges in
off-the-beaten-path destinations.
When: Spring 2023, over three weeks between April 14 and May 6. Teams will circumnavigate the globe
starting from the West Coast to the East Coast—the long way!
Who:

Exclusive participation is limited to 15 Teams of two. The US$28,000 per team (2-person team) entry
fee include: all international airfare, First Class hotels (Mandarin-Oriental, Shangri-La, Hyatt
Regency, and Relais & Chateaux boutique quality-like hotels), 40+% of meals, and special event gear.
Travelers are interviewed for suitability, and single travelers are welcome to apply. Travelers from
over 55 nations have previously applied for this international travel competition. (CST#2071053-40)

Prizes: The World’s Greatest Travelers™ trophy and crown. Winners defend their title for FREE—a
$28,000+ non-cash prize!
Where: A circumnavigation of the globe that includes highly participatory site-doing scavenges in at least ten
countries that may include: Brazil, Peru, Laos, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Kenya, Turkey and Romania.
(These are only potential 2023 countries as The Global Scavenger Hunt is also A Blind Date with The
World™ for all its participants because travelers won’t know where they are going until at least
4 hours before each departure.)
Why:

The World's Greatest Travelers™ Trophy, bragging rights, and Teams will be traveling 1 million
kilometers to help raise the $1 million for ongoing charity micro-loans and co-ed elementary
school building programs in developing nations like: Kenya, Niger, Sri Lanka, Sierra Leone, India,
Haiti and Ecuador, among others.

How:

For additional information, please visit GlobalScavengerHunt.com to apply or call +1.310.281.7809.

Press Contact: Pamela L. Finmark – +1.310.281.7809 or Media2023@GlobalScavengerHunt.com.

WANTED: THE WORLD'S GREATEST TRAVELERS
To compete in Around the World Travel Adventure Competition
Los Angeles, USA (22 November 2022) – Looking for all would-be Magellan’s, promising Indiana Jonestypes, adventurous Nellie Bly hopefuls, and Phileas Fogg contenders!
The 16th annual 2023 around-the-world travel adventure competition known as The Global Scavenger Hunt
will begin April 14, taking participating teams to at least ten countries over 23-days before crowning The
World’s Greatest Travelers™ on May 6; wants real travelers to compete in a real travel adventure event.
Global nomads and travel writers always ask: Who are the greatest travelers? Are they independent
globetrotters, backpacking travel junkies, business-class road warriors, travel writers and bloggers make for
great travelers. Maybe tour guides, travel agents, or even reality TV contestants have an inside edge?
“It just makes such great on-the-road travel conversation: Who are the best travelers?” asks Event Director
William D. Chalmers, “But our event adds a new wrinkle to that simmering debate because, for the first time,
all those Amazing Race wannabes who claim that ‘I could do that!’ finally can prove it in a real-life travel
adventure competition. The rubber meets the highway—literally—in our event.”
Travelers should know that authentic travel in the age of reality TV is still possible, as this real-life travel
adventure competition encourages travelers to trust strangers in strange lands while immersing themselves in
highly participatory sight-doing experiences. As competing teams receive points for completing these travel IQtesting global scavenges in their quest to earn The World's Greatest Travelers™ trophy given to the winning
team. (The winning team earns the right to defend their crown for FREE—a $28,000 free trip!)
The Global Scavenger Hunt™ travel adventure is designed to test those well-honed travel skills that serious
international travelers bring to the event, like: overcoming language barriers, intercultural competence, logistic
challenges, team dynamics, the heat of competition, and three weeks’ worth of real-world creative problem
solving, while traveling to at least 10 secret countries.
"We call it a full-contact travel adventure knowing that active participation changes everything," continues
Chalmers, the author of the cultural narrative book America's Vacation Deficit Disorder: Who Stole Your
Vacation? "The event’s biggest wow factor is the thrill of putting our travelers into a continuous flow of peak
experiences. From beginning to end, it never ends! Our participants leave the event as Thrillionaires."
The travel competition is now accepting applications at the GlobalScavengerHunt.com website for a limited
number of 15-two-person team slots available for the 2023 life-changing event.
Life-changing because not only are there bragging rights and The World’s Greatest Travelers™ trophy at stake,
but because Teams optionally help raise funds towards a $1 million goal for ongoing global charitable efforts
including micro-loans supporting entrepreneurial women and the continued building of co-ed elementary
schools in developing nations such as: Kenya, Niger, Sri Lanka, Sierra Leone, India and Ecuador, among others.
The event is limited to 25-two-person teams, and the $28,000 per Team entry fee (2-person team) includes: all
international airfare, first-class hotels, 40% of meals, and special event gear. All travelers are interviewed for
suitability! Single travelers are welcome to apply.
Apply online at GlobalScavengerHunt.com or by calling GreatEscape Adventures at 1.310.281.7809.
(CST#2071053-40)

11. Just the FAQ's:
Q) What is The Global Scavenger Hunt?
A) The Global Scavenger Hunt is an annual international travel adventure competition with competitors
visiting at least ten secret countries. They circle the globe performing a series of culturally oriented sightdoing scavenges for points that earn the winners The World's Greatest Travelers™ crown and trophy. To
date, the event has visited over 85 countries on six continents.
Q) Who in the hell would sign up for a travel adventure that visits ten countries but does not
know which countries they will visit?
A) It is indeed a huge leap of faith. But it is also an exhilarating adventure—think about it, going on a trip
but you don't know where you are going! And the answer is that many people do—mostly curious, open,
and interesting Type-A's. We get a 55/45 female/male split with an average age of 46. Over 25% of our
competitors are foreign nationals. And the fact that twenty percent of our travelers are repeat
participants—tells us two things: that apparently our travel adventure is a highly addictive activity and
that we must be doing something right!
Q) When do you stop accepting applications?
A) We accept applications all year round from around the world—travelers from over 55 nations have
applied for participation to date! But, when we reach 15 Teams of two, the event is full. That usually
occurs about 60-days before each event, around mid-February—or when we are full, whichever comes
first.
Q) What makes "The World’s Greatest Travelers?”
A) This event tests our acquired traveler’s savvy and genetic travel IQ. They are constantly challenged
with: language barriers, cultural differences, jetlag, personal team dynamics, logistical snafus, and the
heat of the competition itself. All our participants come packed with a tremendous amount of curiosity and
tolerance for others and can also easily overcome the unique challenges of diverse environments and
countries. But, after seven successful events, it is clear to us that the winners of The Global Scavenger
Hunt all exhibit a unique combination of exceptional qualities, including: 1) having an innate Indiana
Jones-daring and an outgoing thirst for adventure; 2) being able to quickly size up any situation in any
environment—situational awareness; 3) being able to readily anticipate travel obstacles before they occur
and quickly figure out a Plan B; and maybe the most essential asset is: 4) possessing great people skills
and being confident enough with themselves enough to trust strangers in strange lands. Ironically, a key
to winning is letting go and knowing you don't know!
Q) What is the difference between The Global Scavenger Hunt and those infamous travel reality
TV shows?
Well, we started our event in 2000, a year before Amazing Race, oops, I said it, ever aired on TV. So we
are flattered by the comparison. But our travel adventure competition is open to all comers…real
people…not cast for drama purposes. Our event does not induce drama between teammates or competing
teams. Our participants have to trust strangers in strange lands—not depend on the accompanying
producer to ensure they get where they are going. We also don’t kick a team out of the event for not
doing well in a particular segment. Our unofficial motto is: “He who runs cannot walk with dignity.” We
attempt to have our teams slow down and smell the roses as they perform scavenges and immerse
themselves culturally. Our competitors perform authentic activities…site-doing…not just perform staged
action stunts. (Do it again; we didn't get that on video!) And finally, our event truly crowns “The World’s
Greatest Travelers” in the world’s only annual around-the-world travel adventure competition! Besides,
how authentic could these shows be when producers cast participants, design faux challenges for the
participants to do, and then editors alter filmed scenes? After their ratings dissipate, I suspect our event
will be still going strong...

12. Event Contacts
For further press-related information, including: obtaining a Video News Release (VNR), Event Credentials,
high-resolution photos, or scheduling interviews with either organizers and/or participants, please contact:

Media Liaison/Event Coordinator:
Pamela L. Finmark-Chalmers
+1.310.281.7809 (Pacific Coast Time, please!)
Media2023@GlobalScavengerHunt.com
GlobalScavengerHunt.com

Event Director (aka The Ringmaster):
William D. Chalmers
+1.310.281.7809 (Pacific Coast Time, please!)
RingMaster@GlobalScavengerHunt.com
GlobalScavengerHunt.com

